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Business Continuity Executive Summary 

UK Facilities Solutions Ltd 

 

Systems 

At the core of our operation is our Job, Asset and CAFM System (Clik) this database is housed in separate UK Data centres within not 

only physical but geographical separation. The systems are setup to regularly mirror between the active server and back up server to 

ensure a minimum 99.9% uptime service availability. Regular back ups of the database are made so in the event of the database 

becoming corrupted it can quickly be rebuilt and data restored with minimal downtime and data lose.  

The Engineer Clik Jobs app can operate in an offline mode so if the server is down for any reason it does not prevent engineers 

continuing with jobs already raised and allocated. New reactive jobs can still be raised by Engineers locally on the app and our 

contingency plans allow for a back up system of logging new jobs via a manual system with jobs then communicated to Engineers via 

telephone. 

Our email and office applications are run separately to the Clik Service Application and are operated via Microsoft Office 365. So in 

the event of a failure of either system we do not lose all back office functionality.  Our systems are all also accessible from any device 

with an internet connection. The same applies to our VOIP telephone systems which can be redirected instantly via an online app. 

Therefore we would easily be able to continue operating without disruption to our clients in the event that our main office was 

inaccessible or without power or data for any reason.  

 

Staffing 

All key management staff have laptop, mobile phones and divertible VOIP phones therefore if and when the need was to arise that 

any of the Company Offices were inaccessible work could continue uninterrupted from any other location including home, temporary 

offices or client sites. In practice we encourage flexible working and as such these systems are utilised on a near daily basis. 

Mobile engineers are based from home with Company Vehicles taken home each day, therefore there is little or no chance of 

significant disruption to the engineering workforce. Sickness and Emergency absence of course occasionally occurs, however as and 

when this does happen engineers can be diverted from non urgent and time critical assignments to cover as necessary. 

 

Materials and Supply Chain 

We hold accounts with most major national suppliers as well selected local suppliers. In the event of a supply chain issue with the 

preferred supplier for a particular product we would immediately reach out to alternative suppliers and seek to secure and pre buy 

supplies as necessary to ensure all existing commitments were met and additional stock to cover other potential requirements. 


